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A SOCIOLINGUISTICS ANALYSIS OF REGISTER USED IN 
FOOTBALL FANS IN MANCHESTER UNITED AND  
MANCHESTER CITY 
Abstrak 
Terdapat tiga tujuan dalam penelitiaan ini, pertama, untuk mengklarifikasi bentuk 
bahasa yang digunakan oleh fans Manchester United dan Manchester City. Kedua, 
untuk mengklarifikasi tipe register yang digunakan oleh fans Manchester United dan 
Manchester City. Ketiga, untuk mengidentifikasi fungsi register dalam kandungan 
suatu kata atau frasa. Jenis dari penelitiaan ini adalah Penelitiaan Kualitatif. 
Penelitiaan ini menggunakan dokumentasi dari youtube yang dibuat menjadi skrip. 
Sumber data penelitiaan ini adalah video yang berisi chants suporter Manchester 
United dan Manchester City. Hasil penelitiaan ini yaitu bentuk bahasa dalam lagu 
penggemar Manchester United adalah Kata benda (6 data), Kata kerja (5 data), frase 
nomina (4 data), dan frasa kata sifat (1 data). Dalam lagu penggemar Manchester 
City adalah Noun (8 data), Verb (3 data), dan Adjektiva (2 data). Tipe register dalam 
nyanyian Manchester United dan Manchester City adalah Casual Register, karena 
dinyanyikan oleh suatu kelompok dalam situasi yang tidak formal. Fungsi dari 
nyanyian suporter Manchester United dan Manchester City adalah Informal Register. 
 




There are three goals in this research, firstly, to clarify the form of language used by 
Manchester United and Manchester City fans. Second, to clarify the type of registers 
used by Manchester United and Manchester City fans. Third, to identify the function 
of registers in the content of a word or phrase. Types of this research are Qualitative 
Research. This research uses documentation from youtube made into scripts. The 
source of this research data is a video containing chants of Manchester United and 
Manchester City supporters. The results of this research are the forms of language in 
the chants of Manchester United fans are Nouns (6 data), Verbs (5 data), noun 
phrases (4 data), and adjective phrases (1 data). In the songs of Manchester City fans 
are Noun (8 data), Verb (3 data), and Adjektiva (2 data). The type of register in the 
singing of Manchester United and Manchester City is the Casual Register because it 
is sung by a group in an informal situation. The function of the chants of Manchester 
United and Manchester City fans is the Informal Register. 
 








This research use of Sociolinguistic theory with Register, as the same of 
definition from Wardhaugh (1986:13), said that Sociolinguistics is concerned 
with investigating the relationships between language and society the goal being 
a better understanding of the structure of language and of how languages 
function in communication. 
 A register is one of the branches of sociolinguistics that uses for semantic 
resources. The situation of type can be seen from uses register. It is the meaning 
potency that is available in a given social context. Both the situation and the 
register associated with it can be represented to varying degrees of specificity, 
but the presence of registers is a fact of daily impression speakers have no 
difﬁculty in recognizing the semantic options and combinations of options that 
are ‘‘at risk’’ under specific environmental conditions. 
 The research and analysis use of the phenomenon from chants 
Manchester United and Manchester City fans, and there are many variations of 
language that have different meanings than generally in the community, for the 
example  ““We made the trophy turn red”, the chants explain about hope of 
Manchester United fans so the team gets the title every season, and trophy 
include the form or register in football. 
 The objective of this research is to clarify the linguistic form of register 
which used by Manchester United and Manchester City fans, to clarify the type 
of register used by Manchester United and Manchester City fans, to clarify  the 
function of register of the chants by Manchester United and Manchester City 
fans, There are some research that explains about sociolinguistic especially in 
register of the chants in football. For example, the research of Cook (2014) 
entitled “Observing Football Supporters: An Investigation into the Relationship 
between Collective and Personal Identity”, and Hoffmann (2015), “Cognitive 
Sociolinguistic Aspects of Football Chants:  The role of social and physical 
context in Usage-based Construction Grammar”. But, between this research and 
previous research its different, because this research use object chants of 
Manchester United and Manchester City fans, identify of the object with seen 
linguistic form that includes of register, and the last explains about type and 
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function of the register, but, the same of this research between study of Cook 
and Hoffman is in the object, the object is chants in football. The research of 
Cook is the observation of soccer supporters, in four premier league football 
games by collecting data based on age, sex, style of dress, stadium location, the 
composition of supporters' groups, and their interactions both individually and 
collectively. The research of Hoffmann almost the same of research with the 
researcher but all of the content is very different, only the object of almost the 
same, Hoffmann uses chants of all team and National team, for example, 
Liverpool fans and Northern Ireland fans, but the researcher uses Manchester 
United fans and Manchester City fans. The research of Hoffmann more explains 
about analyzed as form-meaning pairings that exhibit features typical of 
construction. So, the research of the researcher its different with another 
previous research, with the method and content that write with each way but has 
almost the same topics and can complement each other. 
 This research also supported some theory that relates to the research. 
According to Macwhinney (2005) “The emergence of linguistic form in time” 
tells about we have examined systemic interactions in one aspect of language 
development and one aspect of language processing. When we looked at word 
learning, we saw a separation between forces that impact initial mapping and 
those that impact later enrichment and consolidation of word meaning. Initial 
mapping depends on systems for processing cues such as gaze, pointing, posture, 
intentionality, contrast, syntactic context and previous word learning. According 
to Biber and Conrad (2009), “Register, Genre, and Style”, the analysis about 
register, the theory is a register analysis involves three steps: ‘(1) describes the 
situation as well as the language the language characters included in the register; 
(2) analyzing the particular linguistic that include characteristics of the register; 
and (3) identifying the functional forces that help to explain why those linguistic 
features tend to be associated with those situational characteristics’. Beside that, 
this research also uses the theory of and Hoffmann (2015), “Cognitive 
Sociolinguistic Aspects of Football Chants:  The role of social and physical 
context in Usage-based Construction Grammar”. According to Collinson (2009) 
entitled “Singing Songs, Making Places, Creating Selves’: Football Songs & 
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Fan Identity at Sydney FC”. The study analyzes the football songs used by A-
League team supporters, Sydney FC, to create the identity of Sydney FC fans. 
The result of this study is a song that comes from an increasingly globalized and 
modified soccer culture but can still characterize an identity of local fans and 
away from soccer culture globally. 
 According to Hoffmann (2015), “Cognitive Sociolinguistic Aspects of 
Football Chants:  The role of social and physical context in Usage-based 
Construction Grammar”. This research uses the speaker’s mental approach 
method when talking, because it can affect the grammar used and is shaped of 
the language used and that the resulting mental representations include rich 
contextual linguistic and non-linguistic information, and the last theory is 
Wardaugh theory and Bevir theory. According to Wardhaugh (1986:13) An 
Introduction to Sociolinguistics said that sociolinguistics is focussed with 
identifying the connection between language and society the purpose provide a 
better understanding of the function and structure of the language in 
communicating. The last study is study of Fowlie and Bhain (2017) entitled 
"Killing Me Softly’ with his song: Exploring racism in football chants, the 
results developed from this study involve several case studies of racism in 
football supporters' songs and the role of the press in helping to address issues of 
racism associated with the hatred of a particular group or ethnicity amongst the 
supporters, especially while in the stadium, through the medium of singing or 
slogan by certain football supporters on a large scale. This study uses media 
literacy techniques, to read and invite supporters to critical thinking, after which 
it ends with a comprehensive activity that uses students to conduct their own 
case studies from events elsewhere in Europe. 
 
2. RESEARCH METHOD 
In the research type, explain about type of the research, the researcher used 
descriptive qualitative research,  because the researcher is going to describe and 
clarify about chants of Manchester United and Manchester City fans with used 
register which has the purpose for help football team can winner on match, 
because chants make for additional motivation and support to football team and 
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player. The research object of this research is the register of chants Manchester 
United and Manchester City fans. The data and data source of this research take 
in youtube. The Technique of Collecting Data, the researcher using 
documentation from Youtube. The steps of collecting data, first, triangulation of 
data source, the data source of this study are videos which are uploaded to 
youtube and then the researcher make script chants of Manchester United and 
Manchester City fans. Second, triangulations of technique of collecting data, 
there is one technique of collecting data, the documentation will be analyze the 
form of register in the script of the chants Manchester United and Manchester 
City and the researcher also consulted the data with the informant of the research 
is Mrs. Dwi Haryanti as the lecturer. Third, triangulation of the theory, in the 
research, the researcher using two basic of the theory is Biber and Conrad (2009) 
explain about register and Machwinney theory (2005) explain about Linguistic 
Form. 
 
3. RESEARCH FINDING & DISCUSSION 
3.1 Research Finding 
In the data analysis, there are two main points. Point one, the Linguistic Form of 
Register, Type of Register, and Function of Register by Manchester United fans. 
Point two, the Linguistic Form of Register, Type of Register, and Function of 
Register by Manchester City fans, the explain as follows: 
3.1.1 Linguistic Form of Register and Intention Used by Manchester United 
Fans. 
This analysis focussed on linguistic forms, type of register and function of the 
register. According to Machwinney (2005), there are four forms of linguistic 
forms, Word, Phrase, Clause, and Sentence. But only two kinds of linguistic 
form that be found in the analysis, Word, and Phrase. The type of register in 
chants of Manchester United fans is Casual Register and the function of the 
register is Informal Register, the explanations as follows: 
a. Word  
Word is one form or kinds of Linguistic Forms. In data analysis chants of 
Manchester United fans, found four function words in it, that is Noun, 
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Verb, Adjective and Adverb, but only two kinds of a word that exist in this 
analysis,  Noun, and Verb, the analysis are explained below: 
1) Noun  
  There are six nouns of found in Manchester United chants, is 
explained below:  
Data 001/MU/N 
“We made the trophy turn red” 
Context: 
 “We made the trophy turn red”, used and sung by Manchester United 
fans to all of the part team in Manchester United. The situation fans 
sing of chants when the team playing in the field, to give support and 
motivation to the team in order to grant the title at the end of the season. 
 
 In the clause of the chants, “We made the trophy turn red" focuses 
on the “trophy”, because “trophy” include to the register or form in 
football. The "trophy" has a function as the object and refers to “made”. 
The type of “trophy” is Count Noun. The type of register is Casual 
Register because it is used by peers in a group. The function of the 
register is Informal Register because fans sing of the chants in the 
informal situation. 
2) Verb 
 There are founds five verb in chants of  Manchester United fans, 
among others: 
Data 007/MU/V 
“He could tackle and dribble” 
Context:  
“He could tackle and dribble”, this chants used and sung by 
Manchester United fans to Denis law (the tribute to the legend of 
Manchester United). Tthe situation of this chants is full of excitement 
and happiness because these chants are a form of respect and gratitude 
to Denis Law fans. 
 
 In this chants, focused in "tackle and dribble", because this word 
includes language variation or register in the chants of football fans. 
This words, have a function as predicate and refers to “he”. The type of 
verb is Dynamic Verb. The type of register is Causal Register, and the 





A phrase is one form or kinds of Linguistic Forms. A phrase is two or 
more words that do not contain the subject-verb pair necessary to form a 
clause. The form of Phrases can be very short or quite long. There are six 
kinds of phrase, that is Noun phrase, and Verb phrase, Prepositional 
phrase, Invinitive phrase, Gerund phrases and Absolute phrases. But, on 
this analysis, only two kinds of phrase which exists in the analysis of this 
data, as follows: 
1) Noun Phrase 
There are four data in chants of Manchester United fans, those data are 
included to Noun Phrase, the explanation as follows: 
Data 012/MU/NP 
“Sign for a big club” 
Context:  
“Sign for a big club”, it was used and sung by Manchester United fans 
to all part of the team that Manchester United is one of the big team in 
the world, and remember to all player which will join with Manchester 
United. The situation of this chants when the team playing in home or 
away. 
 
 The phrase “big club” in this chants, include to language variation 
or register in the football, because this form used to the team which 
have a big name in the world, for example Manchester United. It has a 
function as the object and refers to “sign”. The type of phrase is Noun 
Phrase. In this phrase “big club”, include to the type of register is 
Casual Register, and the function of register is Informal Register. 
 
2) Adjective Phrase 
There is one datum of chants of Manchester United fans that include to 
Adjective Phrase, the explanation as follows: 
Data 016/MU/ADJP 
 “Who the greatest player in the premier league” 
Context:  
In this chants used and sung by Manchester United fans to Juan Mata. 
This chants make for juan mata can give a spirit when he playing of 





 In this chants, focussed on “greatest player”, because “greatest 
player” include the register of football. It only the part of football and 
fans that know about it. It has a function as the subject. The type of 
phrase is Adjective Phrase. The type of register is Casual Register and 
the function of register is Informal Register. 
 
3.1.2 Linguistic Form of Register, Type of Register, and Function of Register 
by Manchester City fans. 
Beside analyzed the chants of Manchester United fans, this research also 
analyzed the chants of fans Manchester City are as fans  who always compete 
with fans of Manchester United. The analysis focussed on linguistic forms, type 
of register and function of register. In the analysis of Linguistic Forms, there are 
found four kinds of linguistic forms in the chants of Manchester City such as 
Noun, Verb, Adjective, and Adjective Phrase. The type of register in this chants 
of Manchester City is Casual Register and the function of register is Informal 
Register, as explained below: 
 
a. Word  
Word is one form or kinds of Linguistic Forms.  There are founds three 
kind of word that exist in this analysis, Noun, Verb, and Adjective. The 
analysis is explained below: 
1) Noun  
  There are found eight noun in Manchester City chants, is explained 
below:  
Data 017/MC/N 
“You got me singing the blues” 
Context: 
The chants used and sung by Mancheseter City Fans to all of part the 
team. “the blues” is Manchester City that using characterization of the 
clothes or home jersey team. The situation of this chants is when the 
team playing for give motivation and more spirit to the team.  
 
 This chants focussed on “the blues” because the blues include in 
Register of football, and only the part of team, fans and all person who 
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like football that know about it. It has a function is object and refers to 
Manchester City, the type of noun is Common Noun, and the type of 
register is Casual register, because this chants used by fans on the 
informal situation. The function of register is Informal Register. 
2) Verb 
There are found three word that include of verb in chants of  Manchester 
City fans, among others: 
 
Data 026/MC/V 
  “Never felt more like singing the blues, city win united lose oooo city” 
Context: 
The lyrics of the chants used and sung by Manchester City fans to 
Manchester United fans, because Manchester United is rivalry of 
Manchester City which same come from city of  Manchester. The 
situation of this chants sung by fans when Manchester City playing 
against Manchester United. 
 
 “Never felt more like singing the blues, city win united lose oooo 
city”, this lyrics of the chants focused on “lose”, because “lose” 
identically with the result of football, and often used communication or 
register in football. It has a function of “lose” is verb and refers to 
“united”. The type of verb is Dynamic Verb. The type of register is 
Casual Register and the function of register is Informal Register.       
3) Adjective  
There are two word that include of Adjective in chants of  Manchester 
City fans, among others: 
Data 029/MC/ADJ 
          “We never win at home” 
Context: 
The chants used and sung by Manchester City fans to all of part team    
for remembering all of part team that they are always still win in home. 
The situation of this chants when the team is in a bad performance, and 
always suffered defeat either at home or away. It chants is the form of 
disappointment fans to the all of part team in Manchester City. 
 
  “We never win at home”, in this chants focused on the word 
“home”, because “home” is the form or register of football or the name 
of the stadium that the team plays when playing in the city where the 
team originated. It has a function as the object and refers to “we”. The 
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type of adjective is Demonstrative Adjectives. The type of register is 
Casual Register and the function of register is Informal Register. 
3.2 Discussion 
This research focused on the linguistic forms that are seen of Register, type of 
register, and the function of the register used by Manchester United and 
Manchester City fans. The data collected from all of chants Manchester United 
and Manchester City fans on youtube.  
 The researcher using the theory of Biber and Conrad that support of this 
research. The theory of Biber and Conrad (2009) entitled, “Register, Genre, and 
Style”. A register analysis uses three steps, there are: ‘(1) describes the situation 
as well as the language the language characters included in the register; (2) 
analyzing the particular linguistic that include characteristics of the register; and 
(3) identifying the functional forces that help to explain why those linguistic 
features tend to be associated with those situational characteristics’.  
 There are some research that using the same topic but the different 
object, especially research of register in chants or the form of football, for the 
example, The first study was conducted by Cook (2014) entitled “Observing 
Football Supporters: An Investigation into the Relationship between Collective 
and Personal Identity”. The study focused on observation supporters or fans in 
football. The second study was conducted by Luhrs (2017) entitled “Football 
Chants and the Continuity of the Blason Populaire Tradition”. In this study 
focused on exploring the role of football singing in continuity and using the 
traditional linguistic genre of blason populaire. The third study was conducted 
by Hoffmann (2015) entitled “Cognitive Sociolinguistic Aspects of Football 
Chants:  The role of social and physical context in Usage-based Construction 
Grammar”, he uses chants of all team and National team, for example, 
Liverpool fans and Northern Ireland fans, but the researcher uses Manchester 
United fans and Manchester City fans. The research of Hoffmann more explains 
about analyzed as form-meaning pairings that exhibit features typical of 
construction. So, the research of the researcher it is different from another 
previous research, with the method and content that write in each way but has 




The research take of the object from Youtube, with the object, is chants of 
Manchester United and Manchester City fans. The researcher makes a script of 
the chants from youtube. The researcher takes this object (chants) because many 
people sometimes not care when they are sing of chants, not care on the 
meaning, they are not knowing the purpose and  meaning of the chants, and for 
the society that unlike football, they are not many know of the chants, from the 
meaning of the word used and addressed to whom. The reason of the researcher 
take the object from Manchester United and Manchester City fans because both 
of team has a which very strong rivalry, they come from of the same city in the 
city of Manchester which is called "Derby of Manchester" and both of fans 
giving each other mockery. 
 This research focused on Linguistic form, Type of Register and The 
Function of Register.  The results of this research, seen from Linguistic Forms, 
the dominant of Linguistic Form on chants Manchester United and Manchester 
City is “Word” consisting of Noun, Verb,  and Adjective.  
 The research also found kinds of the register that use on chants of 
Manchester United and Manchester City fans. On the analysis of register use of 
the Biber and Conrad theory, the result of the type of the register analysis is all 
of the chants include of Casual Register, because the situation of the context on 
this chants is Non-formal, and the function of Register is Informal Register. 
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